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ABSTRACT
Block chain, a promising technology is emerging as a boon for many sectors. IoT, at the same time has
brought about a tide of innovation with its wide range of applications. However, the problem with IoT is ensuring
the security of the sensor based data storage. The possible and feasible solution for this problem can be formulated
using Block chain. Block chain has begun to have a significant influence in the IoT by enhancing security,
empowering the incorporation of an increasing number of devices into the ecosystem. The improvements in IoT
gadget security encourage quicker appropriation of this progressive advancement, and will open up an extensive
variety of potential outcomes for endeavours in the days to come. Hereby we aim to propose a new IoT server
platform by introducing a block chain. This system can be a radical departure from traditional processes of storing
data and it can also remove the bottlenecks associated with the traditional cloud based data storing systems. It aims
at retrieving sensitive data from the IoT devices and securely storing as well as maintaining it in the blockchain and
controlling the access to this data.
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1. Introduction
IoT is now taking over the world rapidly, it is estimated that the number of devices connected to the Internet
forming the Internet of Things will reach Billions. Despite the benefits of the IoT, the amount of data generated by it
often leads to privacy issues. IoT, as it is currently implemented, works on a centralized, client-server based access
model in which user data is entrusted with centralized service providers. The clients send requests for the data and
the servers provide the required data after communicating with the centralized storage. In most of the scenarios IoT
devices and the data they generate can reveal personal information of the users including their behaviors and
Preferences. This is most likely not appreciated and the users want their data to be kept free from theft.
Secure access to this IoT based data is problematic considering security, privacy issues and transparency. This is
why in order to develop secure and reliable solutions for storing this data, it requires unprecedented coordination
and collaboration between all the pieces of the system. All devices must work together and must be integrated with
all other devices. All devices must communicate and interact seamlessly with remote systems and infrastructures in
a secure way. Such a solution is possible, however it can be expensive and time consuming. Thus the need of new
ideas, new technologies that will converge IoT security towards a decentralized model was felt. Having this huge
amount of data, being centralized, and sometimes monitored by one single provider, may create many issues.
To introduce privacy for user’s data in IoT, the goal is to use a Decentralized storage for IoT Data, that has
privacy built into it by design. Decentralized IoT data management will give users the choice of sharing or selling
their sensor data with third party entities without intermediaries. The objective therefore, is to provide a
decentralized data access model for IoT, which ensures that user-data is not entrusted to centralized entities or
companies, but instead is made the property of the users themselves. Blockchains can prove to be crucial in realizing
this goal.
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2. Background
2.1 Blockchain
In 2008 Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin to the world, a completely computerized and decentralized
digital currency. With a specific end goal to take care of the twofold spending issue in Bitcoin, Blockchain- the
technology behind cryptocurrency was presented. It is a shared decentralized dispersed record that is duplicated on
all hubs taking part in the framework. Blockchain is nothing but a peer-to-peer distributed data structure that is an
immutable ledger of transactions. The transactions refer to data exchanges that occur in network. In cryptocurrency
networks, transactions involve transfer of cryptocurrency. In a blockchain network, the ledger is distributed over all
the nodes, and every node casts a vote over the validity of every new transaction which is to be added to the ledger.
Since the same copy of the blockchain is maintained over all the nodes using peer-to-peer consensus algorithms,
there is no such centralized entity entrusted with maintaining transaction records. Therefore, blockchains create a
trustless environment along with accountability built into it.

Fig -1: Transactional flow of a blockchain
One key limitation of Blockchain technology is the scalability issue due to size of the public or permissionless
blockchain. Blockchain optimization and scalability is an area of much research.
2.2 Etherium
Ethereum is the virtual currency developed by Vitalik Buterin, the platform. It is a virtual currency derived
from an existing bit coin. While bit coins concentrate on settlement and transaction related systems, Ethereum
transparently passes various applications such as contracts, e-mails, electronic voting, as well as transactions and
settlement based on the core technology block chain provide extensibility so that it can act on it. As it is based on
BlockChain, these will of course be decentralized applications.
2.3 Smart Contract
The first block chain based smart contract is a bit coin script. In this, transactions are automatically
executed according to the conditions for creating and sending scripts in OPCODE of source language for bit coin
transactions. However, bit coin scripts can’t use loops, and there is a limit that can’t manage information other than
the balance of bit coins. Due to the unique structure of the block chain When allowing loops with bit coin scripts, if
an infinite loop occurs on the door during script conditions, the entire network can be stopped. Ethereum is a smart
contract specialized block chain platform that has come up to overcome the limitations of these bit coin script
systems. Here, a fee is generated every time each line is executed, the limit of the fee on the network is set, and the
infinite loop is prevented. Creating an infinitely repeated condition Running Smart Contract stops when reaching the
commission limit in the middle of the spin.
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2.4 IPFS
The Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) is basically a protocol started by Protocol Labs. It was started to
create a new way to server information on the web. At present the Internet works off a location based addressing
where you go to a URL like medium.com which has some IP of say X.X.X.X and then you get served with your
articles. These URL’s are pointed to certain servers around and across the world .
Instead, what IPFS does is it serves information based on what it is as opposed to where it is located. With the
routing algorithms, you can choose where you will get your content from and you can set your privacy of what
nodes you trust to receive your files.
2.5 Publisher-Subscriber Model
There are many data management and data sharing protocol: Direct blockchain access, Server Client access,
Publisher Subscriber access. Based on the study of these protocols, we decide to use publisher subscriber
mechanism in our solution. Publisher-Subscriber mechanism is very efficient in terms of filtering Data and
introducing intermediates to handle electrical power for technologies such as the Blockchain. There are two steps in
this model; the first step is to simplify this architecture by working on the blockchain related part only, thus the
communication between the publisher and subscriber nodes regardless of the users connected to it. The second step
is to focus on the end user part, its connection to the subscribers, and the IoT devices and how they are connected to
publishers, thus how data is being sent and organized. In the next section, we will go into details of the main
components of the system, as well as the proposed solution including the protocol and the smart contracts design.

3. Architecture of Proposed system
In order to realize a successful implementation of Blockchain technology in the Internet of things context, Smart
Contracts should be taken up as the corner stone of the system. Also, the publisher contract and the subscriber
contract must be deployed. After describing these contracts for publishers as well as subscribers, this part describes
how the publisher node acts upon receiving new data generated by an IoT device connected to it. The steps that
should occur are (1) storing data in an off-chain database (IPFS here), (2) generating the hash pointing to the
location in the database, then (3) sending that hash to each and every node on the blockchain that is subscribed to
this particular publisher. The transaction are sent through the blockchain client, which is an ethereum client in our
case. A blockchain database is managed autonomously using a peer-to-peer network and a distributed time stamping
system. They are authenticated by mass collaboration powered by collective self-interests. The result is a robust
workflow where in the participants are not much concerned about the security. It confirms that each unit of value
was transferred only once, solving the long-standing problem of double spending. Block chains have been described
as a value-exchange protocol. This blockchain based exchange of value can be completed more quickly, more safely
and more cheaply than with traditional systems.

Fig -2: Architecture of proposed system
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Thus a network architecture is suitable for providing IoT data security and privacy via blockchains and IPFS. In
this architecture, blockchain smart contracts perform access control and provide accountability for both the data
owners and the third parties whom the users allow access to. This architecture consists of two existing blockchain
application platforms. Performance analysis of these blockchain platforms provide insights to the architecture’s
feasibility and further considerations for deploying a usable implementation. This Architecture is implemented using
a software stack of blockchain smart contracts and peer-to-peer file storage, to give IoT users authority over their
data, to keep data secure from theft and to eliminate the need for centralized IoT data management.
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